
Psychology Vocabulary Matching Exercise: Chapter 3 Sensation & Perception 

 

1. the method by which the sensations experienced at any given moment are interpreted and organized 

in some meaningful fashion 

 2. the process of converting outside stimuli, such as light, into neural activity 

 3. clear membrane covering the eye, bends light waves so the image can be focused on the retina 

 4. part of the eye that contains photoreceptor cells 

 5. filtering and analyzing incoming sensations before sending a neural message to the cortex 

 

6. the process that occurs when special receptors in the sense organs are activated, allowing various 

forms of outside stimuli to become neural signals in the brain 

 7. sends visual information to the brain 

 8. the recovery of the eye’s sensitivity to visual stimuli in darkness after exposure to bright lights 

 9. tendency of the brain to stop attending to constant, unchanging information 

 10. the recovery of the eye’s sensitivity to visual stimuli in light after exposure to darkness 

 11. tendency of sensory receptor cells to become less responsive to a stimulus that is unchanging 

 

12. specialized forms of neurons (the cells that make up the nervous system) that, instead of receiving 

NT from other cells, these receptor cells are stimulated by different kinds of energy 

 13. the change in the thickness of the lens as the eye focuses on objects that are far away or close 

 14. iris opening that changes size depending on the amount of light in the environment 

 15. its muscles control the size of the pupil 

 

16. the tendency to perceive things a certain way because previous experiences or expectations influence 

those perceptions 

 17. where the optic nerve leaves the eye (no photoreceptor cells here) 

 

18. visual sensory receptors found at the back of the retina, responsible for color sensitivity to high 

levels of light 

 19. changes shape to bring objects into focus 

 

20. visual sensory receptors found at the back of the retina, responsible for noncolor sensitivity to low 

levels of light 
 

a.  sensation b.  sensory reduction c.  transduction d.  perceptual set 

e.  sensory receptors f.  habituation g.  sensory adaptation h.  cornea 

i.  iris j.  pupil k.  lens l.  retina 

m.  optic nerve n.  visual accommodation o.  blind spot p.  rods 

q.  cones r.  dark adaptation s.  light adaptation t.  perception 
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T 

1. the method by which the sensations experienced at any given moment are interpreted and organized 

in some meaningful fashion 

C 2. the process of converting outside stimuli, such as light, into neural activity 

H 3. clear membrane covering the eye, bends light waves so the image can be focused on the retina 

L 4. part of the eye that contains photoreceptor cells 

B 5. filtering and analyzing incoming sensations before sending a neural message to the cortex 

A 

6. the process that occurs when special receptors in the sense organs are activated, allowing various 

forms of outside stimuli to become neural signals in the brain 

M 7. sends visual information to the brain 

R 8. the recovery of the eye’s sensitivity to visual stimuli in darkness after exposure to bright lights 

F 9. tendency of the brain to stop attending to constant, unchanging information 

S 10. the recovery of the eye’s sensitivity to visual stimuli in light after exposure to darkness 

G 11. tendency of sensory receptor cells to become less responsive to a stimulus that is unchanging 

E 

12. specialized forms of neurons (the cells that make up the nervous system) that, instead of receiving 

NT from other cells, these receptor cells are stimulated by different kinds of energy 

N 13. the change in the thickness of the lens as the eye focuses on objects that are far away or close 

J 14. iris opening that changes size depending on the amount of light in the environment 

I 15. its muscles control the size of the pupil 

D 

16. the tendency to perceive things a certain way because previous experiences or expectations influence 

those perceptions 

O 17. where the optic nerve leaves the eye (no photoreceptor cells here) 

Q 

18. visual sensory receptors found at the back of the retina, responsible for color sensitivity to high 

levels of light  

K 19. changes shape to bring objects into focus 

P 

20. visual sensory receptors found at the back of the retina, responsible for noncolor sensitivity to low 

levels of light 
 

a. sensation b. sensory reduction c. transduction d. perceptual set 

e. sensory receptors f. habituation g. sensory adaptation h. cornea 

i. iris j. pupil k. lens l. retina 

m. optic nerve n. visual accommodation o. blind spot p. rods 

q. cones r. dark adaptation s. light adaptation t. perception 

 

 


